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1. Introductions and welcome.  
 
2. Update from DCMS, Keith Nichol and Hannah Jones have taken over responsibility 

for World Heritage Sites. Concerns were raised at the annual meeting of World 
Heritage Committee in Bonn and DCMS is keen to ensure Westminster is not placed 
on danger list, particularly as once on this list, it is very hard to get off. This is an 
important issue for all three DCMS Ministers. 

 
Two milestones were requested in the Committee decision: an advisory mission in the 
Autumn and by 1st December, DCMS need to submit an updated State of 
Conservation report. We need to demonstrate work on addressing committee 
recommendations well advanced by this time. 
 
UNESCO have identified that there is a need to update the management plan for 
each site every five years (Westminster’s was last looked at in 2007). This can 
provide an opportunity to address issues around perception and the broader debate 
around protection of heritage/ tall buildings.  
 
How work on the management plan would be progressed was discussed, it was noted 
that the management plan is unwieldy, there is need to create a more streamlined 
document. The possibility of Historic England leading this work was raised by WCC. 
Historic England indicated that they can provide advice on the process, but with 29 
Sites across the UK many across England, standard way of doing this is for it to be 
led locally. They could, however, play a role in providing advice and support. An 
external commission overseeing working group is another way management plans 
have been progressed. However, it was agreed that experience with consultants has 
previously been problematic. GLA also indicated it was not their role to lead on 
preparation of management plans for individual sites. Noting that the management 
plan includes non-planning issues, landowners were asked if they would be willing to 
lead. The Palace of Westminster could not resource anything, as they are already in 
an economy programme, the Abbey was also unable to resource. It was therefore 
agreed that WCC would lead on preparing a draft, not a complete rewrite but 
simplifying and updating the existing giving it a re-fresh and reducing the number of 
targets. Lambeth indicated they would offer full support in and working in partnership 
but it would be important for HE to take a Role mediating issue in resolving any issue. 

The issue of overall leadership on WHS issues was raised, Lambeth considered there 
is a need for someone to hold the group to task about what we are delivering and how 
it will be delivered. It was felt this should be a role for the GLA. Historic England also 
felt there was a need for a role of coordination, as most sites have dedicated full time 
paid employees as coordinators, although not the other sites in London. One option 
suggested would be to create a role within the Greater London authority with an 
overview for all four sites.  
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With regards to the mission, the State party (DCMS) will invite UNESCO and let us 
know when appropriate dates. Agreed that all bodies round table will engage in that 
mission and this will be co-ordinated by DCMS, this is  likely to be in autumn. 

The issue of referrals of applications affecting WHS to UNESCO was raised and what 
the obligations are. This is an obligation on the state party and Process is that DCMS 
(Hannah Jones) should be notified of any proposals which affect OUV. It was noted 
that historic England are usually aware and ensure Majority of developments are 
referred sometimes notifications come through henry., HE will normally have been 
notified.  Notifications can therefore also go through Henry Owen-John and Historic 
England 

 
3. Palace of Westminster Conservation Works Adam Watrobski provided an update 

on the Palace of Westminster Restoration and Renewal programme.  It was noted 
that much of the project has been generated by the need to replace outdated M&E 
services. Options appraisals have been undertaken and a Joint Select Committee on 
the Palace of Westminster created.  The Committee is due to decide by 16th March 
which direction to go in, and a notice of tender and next batch of consultants are due 
to be appointed by September. WCC raised the need for something to be done about 
the chorus barriers outside the Palace of Westminster. These no longer have 
planning permission and as site is at risk of being placed on the In danger list, there is 
a need to see something is being done.  This was an issue for the office of 
parliamentary security director will decide.  It was agreed that WCC should write a 
letter to the Director of Security. Action: JH to Draft letter from Cllr Davis to director of 
security in relation to the barriers, the impending ICOMOS mission in the autumn, and 
need to find a solution to address these.  

 
4. World Heritage Site Visibility Map London borough of Lambeth as part of their local 

plan preparation had set aside some money for setting study, and employed Miller 
Haire who have done a visibility study of the Palace of Westminster. Study has 
resulted in a map, which identifies places where you can stand and see the Palace. It 
was noted that that map will allow identification of ‘immediate setting’. A qualitative 
assessment of the views identified will follow. DB immediate setting study, working 
with Tfl on street clutter etc. on key approaches to world heritage site, grateful to 
Edmund Bird for support. It was noted that this doesn’t address backdrop and 
previously there had been proposals to try and map where development proposals 
would appear in backdrop. It was felt that Long views and  backdrops, are something 
that needs to be led by City Hall, and cannot be agreed by individual boroughs, Mayor 
needs to take a stronger role in this and . London plan review may be a way to do this 
HOJ methodology for HIA available once things are picked up. Methodology ICOMOS 
recommend, different to usual methodology 

 
5. AOB The issue of traffic on Parliament Square was raised by the Abbey as there is 

noticeable stone decay at corner of Westminster Abbey, is there on  horizon any 
question of scheme to reduce traffic. The Palace of Westminster indicated they would 
also support work on this. It was noted there are political issues which have 
prevented this.   
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6. Next steps and Date of Next Meeting.  Minutes and actions arising and. The group 

would reconvene in early autumn, It was agreed that the meeting needs to happen 
relatively regularly JH can set up smaller meetings to discuss issues raised if 
required. 
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